
Antarctica, November 2007 
 
 
When the boat commenced its expedition to Antarctica, leaving Ushuaia behind, I had 
mixed feelings. It was the excitement of visiting a new place, a distant part of the world, 
the anticipation to see Antarctica. Above all, it was the realization that we were going to 
visit a unique place, like nowhere else on Earth, a place almost mysterious... A different 
world... The White Continent at the very south of the globe... 
 
From the first sight of an iceberg in the Drake Passage, to the incredible white landscapes, 
to the first encounter with penguins in their natural environment, Antarctica exceeded my 
expectations. 
 
While navigating around Antarctica, the only human intervention we came across were 
the military bases and the scientific research centers. The environment is fully protected, 
with penguins approaching human visitors with no fear.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Greenland, June 2015 
 
 
When I first saw Greenland from a plane in October 2014, I was stunned by the vast white 
landscapes. Three quarters of the world's largest island are covered by the only 
permanent ice sheet outside of Antarctica; Greenland is the least densely populated 
territory in the world.  
 
While exploring the Ilulissat Icefjord by boat, photographing the icebergs, I was impressed 
by the pristine environment. There was no sign of human intervention, despite the Ilulissat 
town being a few minutes away from the fjord.  
 
Photographing the Inuit (Eskimo) people celebrating the 'National Day' on 21 June 2015, 
it was evident how much the locals value and preserve their culture. Through my 
photographic collaboration with 'The Greenland Institute of Natural Resources', I noted 
the remarkable work they do to support the Arctic ecosystem.  
 
I hope that we ourselves and future generations will have the chance to visit these 
wonderful places in the years to come. Above all, I hope that the Antarctic and Arctic 
ecosystems are safeguarded and preserved.  
 
 

 
 



One World and the Climate Change 
 
 
 
The polar regions of the Earth are where climate change is having the most visible and 
significant impact. Sea ice and freshwater glacial ice are melting and many species are 
finding it hard to adapt to the escalating changes. The Earth's North and South Pole are 
crucial for regulating our planet's climate and are particularly vulnerable to the impact of 
global warming.  
 
The Antarctic is a pivotal part of the Earth's climate system and a sensitive barometer of 
environmental change. The warming of the Antarctic Peninsula is causing changes to the 
environment of Antarctica. The distribution of penguin colonies has changed as the sea 
ice conditions alter. Based on research, half of the population of penguins in the Antarctic 
region has been depleted in the last 50 years due to the climate change. When ice is 
melting at fast rates, it completely changes their natural environment. In the Atlantic sector 
of the Southern Ocean, ocean warming and the melting of the sea ice are linked to the 
decline of the Antarctic krill. This in turn will have a drastic impact on their predators, such 
as penguins and whales.  
 
Large changes have occurred in the ice cover of the Peninsula. Many glaciers have 
retreated and ice shelves have been observed to retreat in recent years; some have 
collapsed completely. The Antarctic ice sheet is the largest single mass of ice on Earth, 
accounting for around 90% of all fresh water on the Earth’s surface. The ice plays a vitally 
important role in influencing the world’s climate, reflecting back the sun’s energy and 
helping to regulate global temperatures.  
  
Antarctic ice cores reveal the clearest link between levels of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere and the Earth’s temperature. They show that the temperature of the climate 
and the levels of greenhouse gases are intimately linked. Analyses of carbon dioxide and 
methane in the ice cores show that the present concentrations of these greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere are higher than at any time spanned by the ice core record. 
 
Global warming and the melting of the Greenland ice sheet have a long line of 
consequences for nature, people and wildlife in the Arctic and the rest of the globe. Frozen 
freshwater is bound in the form of millions of cubic meters of ice in Greenland. Overall the 
country contains 10 per cent of the world's total reserves of fresh water. Based on 
research, Greenland is losing more ice than it is gaining. The shrinking ice is affecting the 
entire ecosystem. Less ice means more sunlight and warmer waters in summer, but less 
insulation and cooler waters in winter. The changes affect the plankton, their predators 
and up to the top of the chai, affecting polar bears and people. Polar bears are already 
declining in number as the sea ice is reduced.  
 
The signs of change at the North and South Pole affect us all. Global climate change is 
an urgent and serious problem. Governments need to support and implement a 
comprehensive set of climate solutions. As individuals, each of us can help by taking 
actions to reduce our personal carbon emissions.  


